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Abstract
Metodologi-metodologi terbaru yang melengkapi analisis wacana tradisional yang
sering digunakan dalam penelitian partikel pragmatik telah banyak mendorong studi
partikel pragmatik lintas-linguistik (Wouk, 1999, 2001; Östman, 2006; Sari, 2008).
Makalah ini menyajikan analisis fungsional partikel yang dibangun dari keluaran
terdahulu pada karakteristik partikel bahasa Indonesia ya oleh Wouk (2001) dan partikel
bahasa Inggris pembandingnya yeah oleh Jucker & Smith (1998). Hasil pembandingan
data percakapan lisan alamiah menunjukkan perbedaan fungsi pasangan partikel yang
dikaji, yaitu sebagai partikel penerima dan partikel untuk memperluas kesamaan. Fungsi
kedua partikel tersebut dipaparkan dalam dimensi lintas-linguistik. Strategi kesantunan
solidaritas juga didiskusikan.

Kata kunci: partikel pragmatik, Bahasa Indonesia, partikel sebanding.

Improved methodologies to supplement traditional discourse analysis often associated
with the research of pragmatic particles have recently stimulated cross-linguistic studies
in pragmatic particles (Wouk, 1999, 2001; Östman, 2006; Sari, 2008). This paper reports
a functional particle analysis building on previous findings on the functional
characteristics of Indonesian ‘ya’ by Wouk (2001) and the comparable American English
‘yeah’ by Jucker and Smith (1998). Results indicated that the comparison of naturally-
occurring conversation data yield a distinction in the particle pair functions as reception
particle and common ground extending particle. A cross-linguistic dimension of the
particle pair is offered. Strategies in solidarity politeness are discussed.

Key words: pragmatic particle, Indonesian, comparable particle.

INTRODUCTION
The Indonesian particle ya is one of the most commonly used particle in spoken interaction,
whose functions are often overlooked in research of sentence structure of spoken Indonesian.
The few studies investigating Indonesian ya established a preliminary groundwork on studies in
Indonesian particles over the past three decades that describe particle meaning and direct
equivalents in English (Ikranagara, 1975), functional descriptions and conversational solidarity
(Wouk, 1999, 2001), and prosodic aspects that include intonation contours and vowel
lengthening (Sari, 2008, 2010). Unfortunately, the pace for examining Indonesian particles has
not been as rapid as the wider research in particles in general that continues to seek a common
model of theoretical framework to analyze particles cross-linguistically through discourse
analysis and pragmatics. The rigorous studies on pragmatic particles have resulted in a range of
perspectives in discourse, for example, coherence to the larger discourse in interaction,
pragmatic implications, speaker involvement, and syntactic-semantic constructions (Östman &
Fried, 2005, p. 1760). Consensus on the various terminologies that describe the functions of
particles, such as discourse particles, pragmatic markers, or discourse markers to name a few,
has also been reached to allow an operational boundary to help clarify descriptive inquiries into
the subject matter within the perspectives of pragmatics (Östman, 2006). For that reason, the
terminology relevant to the subject discussed is pragmatic particle.
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As new findings in the pragmatic particle research emerge, focus has been directed toward
systematic investigations on corresponding particles to analyze data cross-linguistically to yield
comprehensive descriptions of particle use. Nevertheless, such a notion is bound to be contested
until a thorough investigation on a cross-linguistic dimension of a specific particle pair offers
new understanding about the pair and to justify that some pragmatic particles are cross-
culturally comparable. Such a claim can be said to be true for most Indonesian particles as
studies about Indonesian particles have yet to clarify the wide variety of particles in Indonesian
and Indonesian languages and the different roles of the particles in spoken interaction.

Very little is known about what a particle represents in a spoken interaction and the
dimension that elucidates the cross-linguistic equivalence of a particle pair, much less to what
extent ya shares a functional spectrum with yeah. Earlier effort in explaining the functional
range of Indonesian particles notes Wouk’s (1998) offer that English you know provides the
principal equivalence for Indonesian kan by way of interconnecting the functional spectrum of
both particles.

INDONESIAN YA AND AMERICAN ENGLISH YEAH

Indonesian ya
Recent research development on Indonesian ya reveals that speakers deploy strategies using a
variety of intonation contours in ya during a spoken Indonesian to communicate personal
involvement, state emphasis, and set solidarity politeness among partners of communication
(Sari, 2008). “Solidarity” often comes up in the Indonesian linguistics literature to describe the
typical exchange between the speaker and hearer during an interactive process, but there is no
unambiguous delineation about the terminology. Such a solidarity refers to positive politeness
that originated from a study by Brown & Gilman (1960) describing politeness as a way to
establish a good rapport between partners in conversation. Brown & Gilman argue that speakers
are constrained by cultural perceptions of relative power and social distance, but inevitably
exercise a degree of sensitivity toward each other. To achieve a good relationship with the
interlocutor, the speaker will have to make decisions on specific word choices or phrases that
foster cooperativeness, as opposed to threaten or intimidate the interlocutor. Thus, the partners
in conversation “operate together” during a spoken interaction. In spoken Indonesian the
speaker chooses a particle to accomplish cooperation while being ‘polite’, ‘subtle’, and
‘informal’. Partners in conversation make politeness choices because of, and as a result of,
social power relationships and social distance between the speaker and the interlocutor (Geis,
1995, p. 153). The use of pragmatic particles reflects a ‘device’ for the speaker to cooperate
with the interlocutor, which is in fact a typical feature of casual conversation in Indonesian.
Indonesians like to appear friendly with one another, or be agreeable, and like to show that they
are interested in getting involved in a conversation. For Indonesian interlocutors, the more one
is ‘present’ in the conversation the more one is expected to update one’s knowledge and opinion
about the topic of conversation simultaneously to help making the decision for when the speaker
uses a particle to check for an agreement (Sari, 2008).

Collective agreement seems very much preferred by Indonesians to a great extent. During
an interactive process where partners in conversation preserve their good relation and respect
for each other, they often take into account extending common ground to anchor conversation to
context. Clark (1996) delineated common ground as “knowledge, beliefs, and suppositions the
participants believe they share” (p. 12), while Fetzer & Fischer (2007) stated that common
ground contains “sociocultural knowledge, such as norms, conventions and facts, shared by a
speech community that serve as background presuppositions for retrieving speaker-intended
meaning and other types of implicit meanings” (p. 2). In other words, the speaker may obtain
information not explicitly available in the conversation by checking the hearer’s understanding
or knowledge of a topic.
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The preliminary intonational analysis reveals that Indonesian ya is mostly neutral or level
intonation when used in spoken interaction (Sari, 2008). The intonational analysis complements
the typical functions of ya previously offered by Wouk (2001), namely, as an affirmative,
continuer, initiatory particle, echo, interrogative tag, repair, and solidarity-building device to
create fictive common ground (p. 188). What distinguishes the ya’s with neutral intonation
contours from those with otherwise are the syntactic location associated with the particular
function of the particle. In addition, Wouk (2001) discussed the various syntactic locations of
ya: sentence-initial, occurring primarily to affirmatives, and sentence-final, as continuer. Level
intonation occurs to the functions. Rising or falling intonation occur to ya as echo in the
interaction depending on the type statement the particle repeats. For example, a rising intonation
repeats an interrogative statement. In her intonational analysis of the particle, Sari (2008) states
that the neutral intonation of ya as an initiatory particle indicates that the speaker ‘invites’ the
listener to agree as well as extend common ground; whereas, ya as an echo repeats the subject
matter that the speaker wishes to highlight. The variety of intonation contours of ya explains
personal involvement which clarifies what is understood as solidarity politeness among partners
in communication and argues that by extending common ground the speaker creates an
interactional support where the hearer picks up as clues that inform the hearer’s decision to
respond. Although the particle contours are mostly neutral, they still provide emphasis to the
utterance. For example, the neutral intonation of ya as an initiatory particle indicates that the
speaker ‘invites’ the listener to agree as well as extend common ground. Ya as an echo has all
the possible contours. This is because the use of ya creates presumption to which the
interlocutor can agree; therefore, it creates a sense of personal involvement.

The comparable American English yeah
A functional description of English yeah is elaborate, referring to the particle as reception
particle that plays a role in acknowledgement, casual and direct response of polar questions,
confirmation of an assumption, and a form of redundancy or echo (Jucker & Smith, 1998, p.
198). ‘Acknowledgement’ has to do with the speaker granting a piece of information new to the
discourse but consistent with the currently active information or of information discussed
previously within the course of conversation (p. 179). As a casual version of ‘yes’, yeah
provides a positive answer to a yes-no question. When yeah is used by the speaker to confirm a
piece of information, the particle use differs from the previous function. Under the particular
circumstances the speaker confirms after learning her/his partner’s ‘unsure’ signal, such as
“really?”. Additionally, yeah is used abundantly and sporadically in a spoken interaction. Yeah
appears mostly in the sentence-initial position in all the functions, except for when yeah is used
as echo where the particle may be in sentence-initial or –medial. According to Jucker and Smith
(1998), yeah is used not only to present direct answer to a question, but also for conversational
partners to negotiate their common ground by keeping track of each other’s state of knowledge
(p. 179). However, Jucker & Smith never mentioned about ‘solidarity’ in pragmatic particle use,
which was curious because particles are used abundantly in spoken interaction and both
particles are used equally. Their findings were based on data analysis of conversations involving
15 participants in Long Beach, California who used a total of 848 yeahs in three and one-half
hours recording (Jucker and Smith, 1998, p. 176), and illuminated the diverse functions of the
pragmatic particle as reception marker.

While pragmatic particles are unique elements of a language, there is no guarantee that
every particle has a direct comparable in another language. Östman (2006) argued that the
emphatic function of a particle, often characterized by a specific intonation contour, could be
those primarily constrained by the expression of attitudes or emotion. The fact explains why
“some particles in foreign languages may not have English equivalents, but in form of
description of expression” (p. 242). As such, given that colloquial Indonesian deals with a
number of pragmatic particles originated from diverse regional and ethnic languages, we must
be careful not to rush to the conclusion that comparability signifies a single case-matched
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comparabale particle. So long as pragmatic particles are under investigation, their functions and
sociocultural origins remain the central focus of discussion. In other words, there may be a
comparable particle for an Indonesian particle, but one comparable particle may not be the only
equivalent for a particle.

That said, Wouk (2001) briefly indicated that Indonesian ya might be comparable to yeah
(p. 172), but an elaborate description of comparison process to represent the comparable particle
with sufficient spoken data was not available in the literature. There was no spoken English data
to compare the possibility of particle equivalence that would have justified such a claim. In
other words, Wouk has raised this possible comparability in her analysis of ya, but did not
produce a cross-linguistic dimension as she did with another particle pair kan-you know (Wouk,
1998). At this point it is important to sample real spoken interaction to establish groundwork
providing comprehensive details about any comparison. Additionally, Indonesian particles are
used in many Indonesian languages in spoken interaction, for instance besides kan in colloquial
Jakarta Indonesian, there is mah in Sundanese, tah in Surabaya Javanese, and na in Kalimantan
Malay, with each particle referring to different functions, meanings, and syntactic locations.
Thus, data based on naturally-occurring conversations to uncover functional descriptions of the
particles are integral to the process of interpreting the functions and further outlining the areas
where particles share comparability.

With all the background that concerns with the development of studies on pragmatic
particles, I offer in this paper an overview of the particle pair ya-yeah to clarify each particle
functions cross-linguistically and arrive at a better understanding of the role of each particle in
spoken interaction. The description presented is based primarily on comparing the functional
framework developed by Wouk (2001) for Indonesian ya and Jucker & Smith (1998) for
English yeah. In this shared model, the functional spectrum of the particle pair is composed of
each particle as reception particle, which is associated with the syntactical position of the
particle in an utterance, and as common-ground extending particle, which is associated with
involvement of speakers.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The spoken data used in this study was a corpus of 24,800 Indonesian words and 6700 English
words generated from recordings of naturally-occurring, casual conversations in the respective
languages. The study involved a total of 50 adult participants, consisting of 29 native
Indonesians and 21 American English speakers. The conversations were recorded in 2006-2007.
The Indonesian data were obtained in Jakarta, Indonesia, the English in Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
U.S.A. The conversations were recorded in a variety of locations, including university
campuses, public eating places, an office, a graduate lounge, and homes of the participants.

Procedure
The present study focused on the occurrences of the particle pair ya-yeah in the respective
spoken languages. The data were treated based on the politeness framework dealing with the
sense of camaraderie, deference, and distance strategies used by the speaker via the particles
developed by Lakoff & Ide (2005; cf. Lakoff 1973), Brown & Levinson (1987), and particularly
Östman (1981), who noted that the speaker uses particles to switch from “deference to
camaraderie” to indicate that s/he wants to be taken as an equal partner in conversation (p. 20).
“Distance” is associated with maintaining power relations between the interlocutors; whereas,
“deference” is used by the speaker to yield to the power of the hearer while maintaining distance
and formality between the interlocutors. Distance is equivalent to negative politeness, while
deference with negative politeness and indirectness. “Camaraderie” refers to low power
difference and smaller distance, e.g., interaction among friends or close family members. Unlike
deference, camaraderie deals with positive politeness. The solidarity types are useful in
determining whether the particle pair was a reception or common ground extending particle. In
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order to identifying the number of times and the type of solidarity either particle was used, I
transcribed and translated the recordings of conversation. I clarified with the Indonesian
participants the occasions in which ya as  any of  the three politeness  strategies  occurred in the
conversation, by addressing the particle use in the transcription and in the recording. I repeated
the method with the American English speakers to illuminate the strategies of speaker when
they used yeah in the spoken interaction. I asked three Indonesian native-speakers to read the
Indonesian data transcription for accuracy of both the original statements and the translation.
For the same reason, two English native speakers and graduate students reviewed the English
transcription.

RESULTS
The particle pair ya-yeah indicates some evidence of comparibility because both particles share
the notion of solidarity politeness in interaction as reception particles and common ground
extending particles. In the Indonesian data there were 528 instances of ya, and 59 instances of
yeah in the American English data. The numbers that characterize the particle occurrence for
each language were neither identical nor close because each spoken interaction corresponded to
the individual conversations taking place. It is also important to note that Indonesian speakers
spoke more than those of American English. Although the numbers of particle occurrence are
different, the functional spectrums of the two particles are interpretable. To be exact, American
English yeah shows the type of solidarity similar to what was proposed by Wouk (2001) in her
discussion of Indonesian ya. Therefore, such a solidarity politeness is not exclusive of the
Indonesian particle. For example, both ya and yeah were used by interactants as responsive and
affirmative particles. Both particles were apparent in both languages as an echo. Like American
English yeah, Indonesian ya provides evidence of checking common ground between the
speaker and interlocutor and extending request for confirmation through the particle use.
However, it does not mean that the interaction in both languages should be functionally
identical. It is probable that the American English spoken interaction exercises a different kind
of solidarity compared to that of Indonesian. In Indonesian interaction ya requires response from
hearer, which triggers either echo or affirmatives by the interlocutor. Such a contact may
contribute to the abundant use of the particle in spoken interaction.

The particle pair ya-yeah as reception particles
As reception particles, both ya and yeah provide orientation to the coherence of the
conversational structure. ‘Coherence’ is concerned with, among others, how a certain particle is
used in a discourse that creates some kind of rationality or understanding, like cues or signals,
for the listener (Östman & Fried, 2005, p. 1760). Particles that have turn-taking and topic
introduction mechanisms are examples of those that provide direction in interaction.
Accordingly, turn-taking particles generally provide orientation to the logic of the
conversational structure, while particles that introduce topic require response from the listener.
The type of speech associated with ya, based on spoken data, is in the form of declarative
statements, affirmatives, and requests. Ya occur diversely in all three syntactic slots: initial,
medial, and final. The corresponding characteristics that link between the type of speech and
syntactic slots that make up the particle functionality are in agreement with the particle
functions previously described by Wouk (2001). Ya as a continuer, for example, can also show
the interlocutor’s state of understanding (please see Wouk, 2001 for syntactic descriptions of
ya). Noticeably, Jucker and Smith's analysis of yeah is  useful  to  help  provide  a  better
perspective for a contrast between Indonesian ya and English yeah and explain a possible cross-
linguistic dimension of the particle shared with the Indonesian ya. As a reception particle ya is
sentence-initial, as in the example (1).
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(1) Indonesian ya
S: |Riau kan banjir|
 Riau is flooding.
M: |O ya, ya kena kampungku|
 O yeah, yeah, my village is affected
Sr: |masa bu?|

really, ma’am?
M:  |ya|

yeah.

Simple confirmation-seeking statements, which are formed by the rising intonation, often result
in a direct yes-no response. In (1), two college students (S and Sr) and their lecturer (M) were
discussing a flooding incident in the Riau province. M confirmed S’ statement and responded
positively afterward to Sr’s inquiry.  The type of speech produced by M in responding to S’s
statement  and  Sr’s  request  is  a  positive  statement.  M’s  first  use  of ya triggered Sr’s reaction.
The turn taking flow of spoken interaction under this particular topic of flooding became
continuous and consistent with the topic. The comparable American English yeah shares  the
reception particle function as described in (2).

(2) American English yeah
V: |you like Corey?|
J: |Yeah. We’re Corey lovers|

In a typical yes-no question, a response may evoke informally. Like the Indonesian interaction
in (1), American English yeah provides a key equivalence to an affirmative or an agreement
particle. In (2) yeah is used as an affirmative response to such a question that gives the speaker
the information needed. In this particular example, two undergraduate female students of the
University of Alabama (V and J) were at the campus food court conversing about V’s boyfriend,
Corey, who, according to her interlocutor, was a nice person. J provided V’s yes/no question
with an affirmative response. The following example (3) shows the instances of yeah as
acknowledgement, and in terms of interaction, yeah functions as back-channeling support. The
conversation in (3) took place between a graduate student (M) and an administrative secretary
(L) in the Department of Modern Languages and Classics, in a university in the South.

(3) American English yeah
M: |because what I’m doing right now .. my.. my thesis is gonna be a subject that has

no| |classes here. Not even one class related to my topic|
L:  |yeah|

Jucker & Smith (1998) took into account that yeah shows the effort made by the interactant to
express a general acknowledgement of the preceding interaction. I conversed with L after the
recording and asked her what exactly she meant when she said yeah to in the particular topic. L
confirmed  that  she  agreed  with  M’s  statements  and  that  she  “got  that”  (personal
communication). Having been working in the academia and surrounded by university
professors, graduate students, and/or teaching assistants who exchanged work-related
conversations every day, L said she understood the amount of work a graduate student like M
had to manage. American English speakers used yeah mostly on acknowledgement basis as
reception particle as no more indication in the data shows otherwise.

Particle use as a general acknowledgement is shared by the Indonesian ya. The previous
example (1) [M:|O ya, ya kena kampungku|] provides an illustration of speaker
acknowledgement on the topic. A more important point to elaborate here is that both examples
(1) and (3) where the speaker uses ya and yeah respectively represent that the speaker’s
knowledge of the existing topic of conversation that results in the speaker’s startegy to use the
reception/acknowledgement particle as personal marker. Personal marker has to do with an
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acknowledgement that is understood as more pertinent to the speaker’s individual outlook on
the topic being discussed that reflects the depth of understanding of the issue, i.e., M’s own
understanding of her own homevillage flooding occasions and L’s awareness of the life of a
graduate student. Speaker-oriented acknowledgement as reflected in (1) and (3) is more
significant to the speaker for it supports the notion of ‘shared knowledge’ purported in the
spoken interaction and solidifies the role of the speaker as a competent interactant.

The following example (4) illustrates the occurrence of yeah as  confirmation  to  a
declarative statement. The conversation example involved the same undergraduate students (V
and F), who had apparently changed the topic to a recent movie that the speakers had watched.

(4) American English yeah
F: |oh, you guys watch Ghostworld?|
V: |It wasn’t bad. It was …|
F: |see I didn’t like it|
V: |it wasn’t great. I like the book better, but it wasn’t that bad. It’s just well what was|
 |his name.. Daniel Flowers or something. He’s … a graphic book like a comic book|
 We watched the film about it but they changed it. They make like big characters|
 |and stuff|
F: |Yeah. I didn’t like the way they changed it. It was .. I didn’t think it was good..|

Like ya, yeah provides orientation to the coherence of the conversational structure. As example
(4) shows, the type of speech used by V, the speaker, and associated with yeah is a declarative
statement. Similarly in examples (1) and (3) where the declarative statements serve as trigger
for confirmation, example (4) indicates the speaker’s strategy to accomplish a similar purpose,
i.e., to reach out for a confirmation from the interlocutor. In (4), F confirmed V’s view about the
movie. The consensus was that both of them were not completely satisfied with the movie as
opposed to the book on which the movie was based. F agreed with V’s explanation on how she
was not impressed by the movie.

The different feedback that each speaker makes in (1) and (4) that is not available in (3) is
personal elaboration in the utterance, possibly due to the perceived social status of the
interactants related to the topic of conversation. It is an unspoken understanding in an
Indonesian interaction that it is important to exercise some kind of ‘social awareness’ with
whom a person is conversing. To illustrate, in example (1), M elaborated her acknowledgement
with sharing new information with her interlocutors (M:|O ya, ya kena kampungku|= yeah, my
village is affected). M’s status as a partner of conversation reflected her own social-professional
status (the lecturer), which was perceived ‘higher’ than her interlocutors (the students). M did
not  feel  inhibited to elaborate  her  response.  Similarly,  in  example (4),  F clarified that  she not
only acknowledged the fact that she had already seen the movie ‘Ghostworld’, which she
provided in her response implicitly, but also shared additional information with her interlocutors
highlighting her contradictive thought about the movie (F:|Yeah. I didn’t like the way they
changed  it.  It  was  -  I  didn’t  think  it  was  good|).  F’s  social  status  as  a  fellow  student  to  her
interactants provided her with the prompt, unreserved reaction that helped elaborate her
response. Example (3) shows that the speaker (L) chose to provide yeah without further
explanation to highlight her distance from the topic being discussed. L’s perceived social-
professional status as an office assistant operates as the basis for establishing the distance to
separate herself and avoid further elaboration following an acknowledgement on the topic. Such
a strategy in interaction confirms one’s awareness of the concept of ‘Other’ among the
interlocutors in a student-related conversation.

The particle pair ya-yeah as common ground-extending particles
According to Wouk (2001), in the Indonesian culture a positive relationship between the
speaker and hearer is considered important and is sometimes even more valuable than the
conversation. The fact that mostly sentence-final ya is used abundantly in Indonesian
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conversation reflects a joint effort by the speaker and hearer to establish a ‘positive’
communication. Wouk stated, “The high frequency of [pragmatic particles ya]  usage  in
Indonesian conversation can be seen as a reflection of Indonesian cultural values, which place a
premium on maintaining the appearance of cooperative behavior” (2001, p. 171). Thus,
common ground seeking particles, as they are termed in this paper, have to do with a strategy to
involve the interlocutor in ‘agreeing’ to the speaker’s statement or opinion. However, the
interlocutor may not agree directly or necessarily as a result of it. The point that the particles
make is that a strategy is created to allow the interlocutor to ‘see’ from the speaker’s perspective
and identify with the speaker. For example, in (5) ya is used in many instances to extend
common ground and get the interlocutor to identify with the speaker’s experience.

(5) Indonesian ya
M: Ya, menjelang SD, biasanya udah kurang gitu. Ya, wajar, wajar juga gitu |

yeah, before entering SD (elementary school) they are usually (behaving) like so.
(it’s) normal (it’s) just normal
|ya, tapi perlu ada ada ketegasan dikit, tapi nggak usah terlalu panik|
yeah, but you need to be a little firm, but no need to get too excited about.

Indonesian speakers may exercise control for the avoidance of overt expressions that
would reveal the actual state of speaker knowledge, at least in the initial response. To illustrate,
the speaker (M) referred to his child as might be having a difficult time adjusting to school and
used ya repetitively to extend the understanding that it was normal that children behaved
differently in a certain phase in elementary school. M’s use of ya indicated her opinion marking
the beginning of her statement. The first ya introduces her opinion about the timeframe of
transition usually taking place, i.e., from pre-school to elementary school. The speaker (M) used
her autonomy to interpret the topic being discussed into a reflection of her own past experience.
M  chose  to  play  the  role  as  both  the  ‘reliable’  source  for  opinion  and  for  comfort  to  her
interlocutors in the particular interaction. The second ya introduces  the  speaker’s  belief  that
children might behave differently as a result of making some adjustments to a new school. M’s
elaboration following the particle extends the notion that she was sympathetic to the situation
and confident that her interlocutor was able to resolve it. In other words, the frequency of ya
used in the single statement signifies a shift to a personal ground that provides the topic of
concerned with the humanizing element which will in turn be comforting to the interlocutor.
Such a personal take on an open topic of discussion normally eases the overall experience of the
conversation and encourage the interlocutor to ‘accept’ the ground extended by the speaker. The
typical colloquial Indonesian often appears with incomplete reference or structure, which gives
the interlocutor the autonomy to interpret a focus. As a result, the interlocutor may stress less on
word articulateness but more on implicit meanings. When we look back at M’s statement [Ya,
menjelang SD, biasanya udah kurang gitu. Ya, wajar, wajar juga gitu|], she did not clarify her
past experience on the subject matter fully. Instead, she controlled the amount of information in
that little bits and pieces of information could be understood together as personal reflection. To
be precise, the silenced first person pronoun demonstrates avoidance of overt expressions that
would later reveal more about the speaker’s state of knowledge. It is therefore presumed ‘safer’
to leave out the pronoun and treat the new information brought forward in the conversation as
‘public knowledge’. As control for information is placed on the speaker, the interlocutor has no
room for contesting the new information without explicitly highlighting an inquiry to confirm
the information. If the interlocutor chooses to move forward with questioning the speaker, she
will put the speaker in a situation that results in the speaker possibly losing face. Distancing is
therefore more desirable than creating an impression of mistrust in interaction.

Another example of common ground extending function is given in (6). In (6), M and Sr
were discussing a fellow employee who recently reacted uncharacteristically. The common
ground that shaped the idea that Mrs Gusti was a patient woman was shared between M and her
interlocutor.
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(6) Indonesian ya
M:  |Padahal, kayaknya sabar ya bu Gusti ya.|

On the contrary, she seems patient yeah Mrs. Gusti yeah.
Sr:  |Tapi marah juga.|

But (she could) also get upset.

M’s use of ya at the end of her sentence indicates her intention to solicit common agreement
with  Sr  about  Mrs  Gusti’s  unusual  temper.  The  speaker  M’s  statement  [|Padahal,  kayaknya
sabar ya bu Gusti ya.|] implies M’s surprise of the contradictive character of the subject
discussed. The frequency of ya showed the heightened sense of disbelief, while avoidance to use
the expression that described the contradictive element provided an implicit purpose of
maintaining the honor of the person whose character was under discussion.  The interlocutor
Sr’s  reaction  seems  to  indicate  the  agreement  between  both  speakers  although  Sr  chose  to
provide a more direct assessment on the topic discussed. Sr’s response [|Tapi marah juga.|]
highlights the implicit message in M’s statement. Therefore, in this particular case, Sr may be
considered to have helped M clarify her initial statement.

Common ground extending particles is effective in Indonesian spoken interaction to
check background information from the interlocutor in order to feed more information to the
speaker. Thus, in the example in (7), a sentence-final ya provides the interlocutor with the turn
to response and in turn offers the speaker new information about the topic being discussed.

(7) Indonesian ya
Sr:  |Disini nggak ada air, disana banjir ya|

Here (in Bekasi) we are short of water, there (in Riau) they get flood yeah.
M:  |Disana soalnya deket sungai Sr|

It’s because there (they live) near a river, Sr.
Sr:  |O…gitu|

Oh I see.

Sr made the reference to another province to compare the flooding in the province with an
opposite situation in Jakarta, using ya to intensify her extending of common ground to her
interlocutor. Her interlocutor (M) responded with added information, which gave Sr a new
understanding for the topic discussed. Sr’s strategy to check M’s information once again
showed shared knowledge is a key element in enhancing common ground in spoken Indonesian,
which determines understanding of the flow of information that accentuates the topic for both
intertactants. The relationship that Sr and M shared through the interaction indicates an
immediate sense of camaraderie for lack of avoidance of overt expressions that would reveal the
actual state of speaker knowledge. Sr and M’s seamless exchange reflects a trustworthy
interaction that overlooks social status or any interpersonal concerns that are otherwise
illustrated in the previous example (5).

Even though solidarity politeness plays a role in spoken American English, it is not
always clear that the comparable particle yeah is a common ground extending particle in spoken
American English. Perhaps the function is more suitable for you know than yeah. The type of
response typical to a common ground extending particle is one that portrays the interlocutor’s
willingness to agree, or agree then supplement new information, as for instance ya in example
(7). However, in (8) the comparable particle yeah does not appear to verify the function.

(8) American English yeah
M: |all the research but my own, you know. And if I had just to do like my comp or my|

|dissertation I want, I could use all the time to read stuff related to my dissertation
that
you know|

L:  |yeah|
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It is sometimes difficult to dismiss completely that American English yeah is not a particle that
extends common ground altogether because, at the same time, the particle demonstrates
solidarity in spoken interaction. As such, the American English conversation may be inclined to
use other expressions that are not exclusively pragmatic particles in conveying or extending
common ground among partners of conversation. In example (8) the other particle substituting
the role is you know, which seems more effective as common ground extending expression that
‘invites’ the interlocutor’s response. Then again, the English data in this study came from an
American English variety, which consequently does not claim the notion that English yeah used
in all the varieties of English carries the same common ground extending characteristic. English
has a wide range of varieties; therefore, it is important to be mindful that yeah in spoken
interaction  sampled  from  a  different  variety  of  Englishes,  for  example,  British  English,
Australian English, or Singaporean English, may yield a different result.

Both ya and yeah convey a linguistic strategy in which both Wouk (2001) and Jucker &
Smith (1998) label as ‘echo’ in interaction. Although such a practice is distributed well in both
Indonesian and American English interaction, a delineation that pinpoints the function with
some sort of construction is unclear. The compelling Indonesian data were inclined to yield that
ya as echo is effective as a common ground extending particle. For example in (9) S, Sr, and M
were conversing in a Jakarta college campus about making practice out of giving donation. M
was echoing her interlocutors’ statements profusely.

(9) Indonesian ya
S:  |Kan latihan|

You know, practice.
M: |O, latihan maksudnya, ya. Daripada enggak sama sekali ya|

Oh, you mean a practice, yeah. Better than nothing at all yeah.
Sr:  |Ya kalo belum janji, nggak pas janjinya,|

Yeah if you haven’t promised, it does not count,
|utangnya bisa ditunda dulu buat qurban|
The debt can be delayed for it is qurban time
|ya qurban dulu lah, pahalanya kan gede|
Yeah, qurban first, the reward is big you know.

M:  |O gitu ya Sri ya|
Oh that’s so yeah Sri yeah

The repetitive occurrences of the particle provide a significant consequence for interaction,
especially with M’s interlocutors. As one interlocutor attempted to explain the mechanism
taking care of personal finances prior to making annual donation, M echoed the interlocutor’s
use of the particle. By echoing ya, M supported the preceding sentence and encouraged the
succeeding sentence to add new information to the topic. Colloquial Indonesian indicates in
general similarity with the practice of particle echoing like that in (9), which heightens the
solidarity politeness in interaction highlighting the common ground extending quality through
the intricate exchanges of support and new information among interactants.

Quite the opposite, American English yeah plays  a  much  simpler  role  in  echoing  a
preceding sentence. The comparable particle in (10) looks identical functionally, except for the
structure of focus in the topic.

 (10) American English yeah
M: |because then you have to really think what is related to your field which is I would

prefer that|
F: |hu-uh|
L:  |yeah|
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The focus in the topic in (10) is final. Unlike Indonesian ya, yeah completes the response rather
than prompts the interaction to continue. Jucker & Smith (1998) stated that the explanation of
yeah as an echo is not clear-cut; rather, the particle is used to express a general
acknowledgement of the preceding interactive unit (p. 181).

Solidarity politeness plays equally important cultural element in both Indonesian and
American English conversations. The distinction created by comparing both particles is that
Indonesian ya indicates some degree of deference. Such deference is considered integral in
interaction where social-professional statuses are at play (as in example (1)) or where the
speaker exercises avoidance of overt expressions to reveal actual knowledge status (as in
example (6)). The findings confirm hypotheses by Wouk (2001) on the Indonesian particle and
support her claim about pragmatic particles as solidarity building strategy and by Sari (2010) on
the ‘distance’ created between the speaker and interlocutor to sustain the typical atmosphere of
‘friendliness.’ On the other hand, American English yeah shows more camaraderie (see further
examples (2), (3), (4), (8), and (10)), as the particle indicates informality (Östman, 1981), which
supports Jucker & Smith’s claim (1998) on yeah that the particle shows solidarity in
conversations.

I have used solidarity politeness to refer to the Indonesian pragmatic particles in this study
and other Indonesian particle research (Wouk, 1998; Sari, 2008, 2010) to be consistent with the
expansion drawn from Wouk’s use of the terminology and create a clear addition to previous
research, especially Sari’s analysis of intonation contour that suggests shared knowledge among
the interactants. The Indonesian common ground places values and expectation that speakers
know ‘what is going on’ in spoken interaction and be ready to process response. In other words,
it  is  what  is  like  to  be  part  of  Indonesian  spoken  interaction.  Solidarity  politeness  is  clearly
consistent in a culture with a preference of positive politeness orientation like Indonesia (Wouk,
1998). The speakers like to feel familiar with each other, not distancing too much the
interlocutors, but still setting some boundary for self-protection. This is evident in the examples
(5) {/ya tapi perlu ada ketegasan dikit/}, (6) [/kayaknya sabar ya bu Gusti ya/}, and (7) {/disini
nggak ada air, disana banjir ya/}. Each speaker used ya to demonstrate empathy toward the topic
being discussed, which assigned the particle the task for extending the speaker’s personal
involvement during the specific interaction. Wouk (1998) stated that “in Indonesia, there is a
strong orientation towards, as well as a public rethoric of, solidarity” (p. 403); hence, it reflects
in the communication style with the use of pragmatic particles in particular. As expected,
pragmatic particles act as a “device” for solidarity building.

Further, speaker involvement deals with the general attitudes of the speaker, frequently
appearing in intonation, and consequently becomes an element in spoken interaction largely
dependent on observations during the course of interaction. The data analysis indicates that the
intonation contour of ya is mostly neutral in all functions, except for extending common ground.
This result is consistent with the previous prosodic analysis of Indonesian pragmatic particles
(Sari, 2008) where the particle is slightly lengthened in addition to its rising tone to highlight the
speaker’s attempt to extend common ground to her interlocutor. To illustrate, in example (6)
{|Padahal, kayaknya sabar ya bu Gusti ya|} ya has a rising intonation that allocates the
interlocutor with the authority to respond while at the same signals the speaker’s deference.

A CROSS-LINGUISTIC DIMENSION OF INDONESIAN YA
AND THE COMPARABLE AMERICAN ENGLISH YEAH

The process of interpretation for ya reveals that the particle creates evidence about the
information that the hearer can acknowledge or agree with; therefore, it creates a sense of
personal involvement. The variety of the contours of ya increases solidarity among partners in
communication by extending common ground (Sari, 2008). It signals the speakers’ personal
involvement. Additionally, ya shows a range of interactional sequences among these speakers.
The particle generally indicated attention and encouragement to continue speaking in examples
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(7)  and  (9).  The  information  fills  in  as  each  speaker  feeds  into  it  along  the  course  of  the
conversation.

Syntactically, the data shows that ya is typically sentence-initial, but all positions are
possible within the three syntactic slots: sentence-initial, -medial, and -final. When ya appears
as sentence-initial in a declarative statement with a rising intonation, it functions as an
agreement particle to show solidarity. According to my data analysis, ya as echo appears in all
three syntactic locations. As a reception particle, ya is generally sentence-initial, as it is used as
an affirmative. The particle studied, however, is not the particle frequently accompanied by the
particle oh, i.e., oh ya /oja/, as the particle used in initial response to a preceding statement in
spoken Indonesian. As a common ground extending particle ya is  expected  to  appear  in  final
position. Yeah deals  with  positive  reception  and  response  from  the  listener,  as  the  particle  is
used to indicate the speaker’s personal involvement by increasing common ground and
encouraging more information from the interlocutor. Yeah deals with shared knowledge
increased by speaker-listener cooperation in interaction, and as a reception particle marks focus
in presentation (Jucker & Smith, 1998). Finally, yeah as a reception particle is mostly sentence-
initial. The data analysis confirms the syntactic location as described in Jucker & Smith (1998).
As presented in the examples (2), (3), (4), (8), and (10) with the illustrations, the English
speakers use yeah in the beginning of their statements.

In terms of a cross-linguistic dimension of the investigated particles, I was able to extend
Wouk’s hypothesis of ya (Wouk, 2001) and the comparable English yeah (Jucker  &  Smith,
1998) by integrating both theories to create a descriptive distinction. The distinction of the
particle pair yields two corresponding domains: (a) reception particle (per Jucker & Smith’s)
and (b) common-ground extending particle. Ya signifies  a  core  meaning  of  affirmation  and
acknowledgement, with which yeah shares. However, ya plays an extra role: extending common
ground, which makes the particle a device in not only receiving but also extending information.

Both particles demonstrates solidarity politeness, with ya projecting some degree of
deference and yeah camaraderie. The mostly-neutral intonation of ya is associated with the type
of speech, i.e., declarative statement. With an exception of rising intonation when used as echo,
ya seems to be a ‘neutral’ particle. When the echo is concerned particularly with the type of
speech, e.g., interrogative sentence would yield rising intonation, the echo is rising
simultaneously. Partners in conversation also use the particle emphatically for interactional
purposes and as a solidarity-building strategy. It signals the speakers’ personal involvement and
purposes. The speakers demonstrated sense of camaraderie throughout the spoken interaction by
producing positive responses that consequently maintain the topic being discussed.

I therefore propose one cross-linguistic dimension for the particle pair ya-yeah as
reception and extension particles. First, as a reception particle (as Jucker & Smith’s (1998)
reception particle), ya is comparable to yeah because yeah can also function as an echo or
affirmative response to an inquiry. Second, unlike yeah, ya may extend common ground so that
the listener can respond effectively (Wouk, 2001). As a result, the cross-linguistic dimension
has extended Jucker and Smith’s functional description, while at the same time, verified the fact
that the rest of ya share the functional description of yeah as a reception particle. The following
diagram shows the proposed cross-linguistic dimension of the particle pair (see Figure 1):
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Figure 1:
A Cross-linguistic Dimension of Indonesian ya and the comparable American English yeah

The proposed cross-linguistic dimension (the gray area in the middle of the grid) illustrates
the commonalities that the particle pair shares. Ya shares yeah’s function as a reception particle,
with an additional function as ‘extension particle’ serving to extend common ground. Indonesian
speakers use ya to respond to, affirm, and continue a topic discussed. The particle is also used to
extand common ground and as echo in interaction. The comparable particle yeah is  used  in
spoken interaction as a particle of acknowledgement, affirmation, confirmation, and echo. While
American English yeah completes speaker response, Indonesian ya plays more roles
pragmatically in interaction, that is as pointer for the interaction to continue. In addition, both
Indonesian and English data indicate that the speakers and hearers are involved in building
solidarity in interaction by using the pragmatic particles, with the characteristics of Indonesian
solidarity being with some degree of deference, and American English of camaraderie.

CONCLUSION
The study has proposed a cross-linguistic dimension of the particle pair, building on previous
findings by Wouk (2001) on the functional characteristics of Indonesian ya and Jucker and
Smith (1998) on American English yeah. English yeah is a reception particle, while Indonesian
ya both a reception particle and a particle that extends common ground. Ya shares similar
functions with English yeah, but yeah does not share ya’s common ground extending
characteristics. On a research perspective, the cross-linguistic model has supported the data
effectively in this study. Its comprehensive description of representations of particle functions
reveals more than commonalities and differences of comparable particles across languages. In
fact, it verifies the call for systematic investigations in the pragmatic particle research. Because
pragmatic particles are used predominantly in informal and spoken interaction, it is necessary to
use naturally-occurring conversation samples as physical data to help with the broader picture of
discourse and prosodic aspects of the interaction. The research signifies a window of
opportunity for further investigations in cross-linguistic pragmatic particles. On a pedagogical
point of view, the naturally-occurring spoken data can bring a useful representation of a spoken
interaction as language continues to evolve, with spoken interaction being the center for
communicative purposes in any language. The pragmatic particle research will ultimately bring
the culture closer to the learner and researcher of the language studied. Finally, the methods
employed in this study can be an educational example to inspire learners to find out more about
the language they are learning and help scholars expand their effort in researching linguistics.
Cross-linguistic research can assist the learner to be an independent foreign language learner.
The  act  of  analyzing  comparability  reflects  intrinsically  a  process  of  learning.  The  study
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elucidates mainly the communication style that marks colloquial Indonesian expanding it to
revisit the relationship among the interactants and the communication style reflecting the culture
and traditional conventions in spoken interaction.

NOTE
* The author would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for very helpful comments on the earlier draft.
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APPENDIX

Indonesian ya

(A)
S: |Riau kan banjir|

Riau is flooding.
M: |O ya, ya kena kampungku|

O yeah, yeah, my village is affected
Sr: |masa bu?|

really, ma’am?
M: |ya|

yeah.

(B)
M: Ya, menjelang SD, biasanya udah kurang gitu. Ya, wajar, wajar juga gitu |

yeah, before entering SD (elementary school) they are usually (behaving) like so. (it’s)
normal (it’s) just normal
|ya, tapi perlu ada ada ketegasan dikit, tapi nggak usah terlalu panik|
yeah, but you need to be a little firm, but no need to get too excited about.

(C)
Sr:  |Disini nggak ada air, disana banjir ya|

Here (in Bekasi) we are short of water, there (in Riau) they get flood yeah.
M:  |Disana soalnya deket sungai Sri|

It’s because there (they live) near a river, Sri.
Sr:  |O…gitu|

Oh I see.

(D)
M:  |Padahal, kayaknya sabar ya bu Gusti ya.|

On the contrary, she seems patient yeah Mrs. Gusti yeah.
Sr:  |Tapi marah juga.|

But (she could) also get upset.

(E)
S: |Kan latihan|

You know, practice.
M:  |O, latihan maksudnya, ya. Daripada enggak sama sekali ya|

Oh, you mean a practice, yeah. Better than nothing at all yeah.
Sr:   |Ya kalo belum janji, nggak pas janjinya,|

Yeah if you haven’t promised, the promise does not count,
|utangnya bisa ditunda dulu buat qurban|
The debt can be delayed for it is qurban time
|ya qurban dulu lah, pahalanya kan gede|
Yeah, qurban first [lah], the reward is big you know.

M:  |O gitu ya Sri ya|
Oh that’s so yeah Sri yeah
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English yeah

(A)
F: |I saw him this afternoon|
J: |Corey is such a sweet guy|
F: |he is |
V: |you like Corey?|
J: |Yeah. We’re Corey lovers|

(B)
F: |in linguistics it’s different. You just  uh  they’re gonna ask you about the classes. The

professors are going to ask you about the classes you took with them. And they’re
gonna ask you about your proposal. Those are the calls for me. And they …. You can
take those via essays. They are essays .. usually essays|

L: |oh|
F: |and if you can take those essays … uh .. to your house|
L: |and those are probably useful actually for research for writing your dissertation, right|
F: |I think I like it that way|
M: |because then you have to really think what is related to your field which is I would

prefer that|
F: |hu-uh|
L: |yeah|
M: |because what I’m doing right now .. my.. my thesis is gonna be a subject that has no|

|classes here. Not even one class related to my topic|
L: |yeah|
F: |what is your topic?|
M: |I’m doing detective novel. There’s nothing related to detective novel|
L: |whoa.. wow|
F: |….. Colombia|
M: |so, you know what the thing is like everything that I read now is not gonna be good for

||my dissertation unless like …|
F: |and .. you should be asked about your dissertation|
M: |so I will have to do ….|
F: |that’s your res.. research|
M: |all the research but my own, you know. And if I had just to do like my comp or my|

|dissertation I want, I could use all the time to read stuff related to my dissertation that|
|you know|

L: |yeah|

(C)
F: |oh, you guys watch Ghostworld?|
V: |It wasn’t bad. It was …|
F: |see I didn’t like it|
V: |it wasn’t great. I like the book better, but it wasn’t that bad. It’s just well what was|

|his name.. Daniel Flowers or something. He’s … a graphic book like a comic book|
We watched the film about it but they changed it. They make like big characters|
|and stuff|

F: |Yeah. I didn’t like the way they changed it. It was .. I didn’t think it was good..|


